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Focus: Upper Wind Vegetation Planning: Early Seral Habitat Creation   
  
Participants:  

1. Bonnie Allison, Acting Wildlife Program Manager, GPNF 
2. Jacob Anderson, Klickitat County 
3. Jackson Anderson 
4. Nicole Budine, Cascade Forest Conservancy 
5. Neil Chartier, Wildlife Biologist, GPNF 
6. Gary Collins, Backcountry Horsemen of Washington 
7. Angela Elam, Deputy Forest Supervisor, GPNF 
8. Sharon Frazey, Mt. Adams Resource Stewards 
9. Joe Gates, Forest Vegetation Program Manager, GPNF 
10. Jeremy Grose, SDS Lumber 
11. Bob Hamlin, Skamania County Commissioner 
12. Chuck Hersey, WA Department of Natural Resources 
13. Ben Hoppus, Forestry Technician, Mt. Adams Ranger District, GPNF 
14. Jessica Hudec, Ecologist, GPNF 
15. Yurri Ivanenko, Recreation Intern, Mt. Adams Ranger District, GPNF 
16. James Johnston, Faculty Research Associate, OSU College of Forestry 
17. Jenna Knobloch, Sustainable Northwest 
18. Rick Larson, Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation 
19. Tom Linde, Gifford Pinchot Accountability Group 
20. Jay McLaughlin, Mt. Adams Resource Stewards 
21. Jeffrey Mocniak, Melchemy Meadery 
22. Andrea Montgomery, Botanist, Mt. Adams Ranger District, GPNF 
23. Lisa Naas Cook, SGPC Coordinator 
24. Kristi Nguyen, Intern, Cascade Forest Conservancy 
25. Dave Olson, Restoration and Stewardship Staff Officer, GPNF 
26. Emily Platt, District Ranger, Mount Adams Ranger District, GPNF 
27. Amy Ramsey, WA Department of Natural Resources 
28. Tom Spies, Emeritus Professor, PNW Research Station 
29. Emily Stevenson, Skamania County Noxious Weed Control Program 
30. Jim White, Underwood Conservation District 
31. Molly Whitney, Cascade Forest Conservancy 
32. Sue Wright, Community Member 

 
Field Trip Summary 
Welcome and introductions at the Wind River Training Center. Emily Platt provided an overview 
of the intent for the early seral creation concept and reminded everyone of parameters she 
asked the Interdisciplinary Team to consider when selecting a potential area up to 600 acres in 
size (see June notes for details). She shared her goals at this stage: maintaining transparency 
(feels no political pressure to do this); identifying range of ideas/concerns with collaborative 
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(proposal is not developed yet); and exploring early seral science and how it could be applied in 
Upper Wind planning area.  
 
Group looked at two sites in one area off of Forest Road 65120.  
 
Please note: The information below is a best attempt to capture a summary of the day and 
does not include all content and questions. For more details, please check out the video 
footage posted on southgpc.org—will be available soon. 
 
Site 1: Previously harvested/early seral stand  
Objectives:  

• To learn about the ecological value of early seral habitat and why this is an important 
science and management topic in the Pacific Northwest region at this time.  

• To build understanding of the intent for an ecologically-driven, larger early seral block in 
Upper Wind.  

 
Ben Hoppus provided background on the stand: Matrix allocation, Mctoo unit 2, harvested in 
1998. 15% retention per Northwest Forest Plan (NWFP) (10.5% in aggregates, and remaining 
4.5% in individuals and clumps). 
  
The group walked through a portion of the stand and stopped in an opening illustrative of early 
seral habitat. SGPC member, Rick Larson, introduced visiting scientist, Tom Spies. Tom 
discussed the ecological value of early seral habitat, management considerations, and research 
in NWFP Science Synthesis. (Note: See Tom’s early seral summary handout for more info—
shared by email for your reference.)  
Key Points: 

• When developing the NWFP in 1990s, focus was old growth—have learned that we 
need to expand beyond this seral stage. 

• Science Synthesis: Not much research on early seral plant and animal species, most of 
what we have comes from studies of clearcuts. No “spotted owl” for early seral, focus 
isn’t so much on Threatened and Endangered species with early seral, more about 
overall ecosystem health. 

• Uncertainty around what we need, monitoring is important.  

• Risk distribution is key with climate uncertainty. 

• Think across scales: start to identify landscape-level goals (what % do we generally 
want of different seral classes), while experimenting with different approaches at the 
stand scale. May first need to take baby steps to get understanding needed for 
landscape level vision.    

 
Q&A/Discussion with Tom:  

• What exactly is the definition of early seral? 
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o Generally characterized by little or no tree cover, but many different causes (fire, 
blow down, logging, landslides, disease, flood deposits, and volcanic eruption). 
Do make distinction between “complex early seral” and typical plantations.  

• What is difference between early seral created through logging vs. fire? 
o Not much research comparing early seral created by logging and that created 

from fire. Some physical and biological characteristics of early seral ecosystems 
can develop following logging, though ecological legacies such as dead wood and 
scattered live trees are typically absent. 

• How do we deal with the post-logging planting requirement if early seral habitat is a 
management goal for a particular area?   

o (Joe Gates) Currently, GPNF operates at the low end of the planting level 
required and focuses on increasing species diversity. (Emily Platt) If early seral 
creation is a primary goal in an area, will need to have more conversations about 
ways to further limit, or avoid, planting—Forest Plan amendment may be 
possibility. 

o (James Johnston) Post logging practices really matter. Science shows that natural 
re-burn plays a key role in maintaining early seral habitat.  

o Changes in logging contracts may be necessary to meet early seral management 
objectives. 

• How do we deal with the challenge of so many listed species? 
o (Andrea Montgomery) We do lots of surveys, try to create well distributed 

habitats, do different things in different places with understanding that we don’t 
know everything, approach management with humility. (Neil Chartier) FS 
chooses to focus on “focal species” with intention that other associated species 
will also respond well.  

• What are impacts to mycelial network from different disturbances? 
o Still have a lot to learn about what happens beneath the surface. A few types can 

benefit.  

• How are pollinators affected by lack of early seral? 
o Early seral does provide some opportunities for pollinator species, concern about 

balancing need for old trees with other types of habitats including meadows. 

• What are downstream effects of disturbance from early seral creation?  
o Most research comes from past clearcuts and associated road impacts. Can use 

some existing data to extrapolate.  

• How long does a regeneration harvest provide early seral habitat? This stand was cut 
about 20 years ago. 

o This stand still provides some benefits, though it depends on the species.  
 
Site 2: Older stand in the potential early seral block 
Objectives 

• To learn about the role of natural disturbance and silvicultural treatments in creating 
early seral habitat in westside forests. 
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• To view a portion of the proposed early seral block, explore how Ranger’s parameters 
apply on the ground, and discuss management considerations. 

 
Background on the stand: Matrix allocation, age 113 years, Silver fir Zone, 3800 feet, Mid seral, 
transitioning from stem exclusion phase to understory re-initiation. This is an example of the 
type of stand that could be included with younger plantations to get to a larger, overall early 
seral patch size. 
 
SGPC member, Jeffrey Mocniak, introduced visiting fire ecologist, James Johnston. James 
discussed how fire historically played a role in westside forests and explored different 
opportunities and challenges when managing for early seral habitat. 
Key Points:  

• Based on data from James’ current project reconstructing the historical fire regime for 
southern Willamette and other recent science, he suggests that fire was more prevalent 
in westside forests than we previously thought.  

• Reburn is often a part of the natural disturbance regime—important to consider this 
when managing for early seral through silvicultural treatment.  

• Useful to consider short and long-term tradeoffs when projects focus on the lowest 
common denominator in terms of collaborative agreement. E.g., What ecological and 
socioeconomic benefits (including funding that could be used for monitoring) might be 
diminished by advancing a smaller scale project in younger stands vs. a larger scale 
project that includes some older stands?  

Q&A/Discussion with James:  

• What were causes of fire in the past? 
o Common ignition source was lightning, also human causes such as railroad 

ignitions (e.g., 1840s), and native use of fire to create openings, huckleberry 
fields, etc. 

• How do you balance need for downed wood with post-logging practices requiring 
removal of woody material?  

o Difficult question—not all fuels are equal. Management practice of removing 
logging debris originated from desire to avoid a fire like the Tillamook Burn in 
1930s.  

• Does the Forest Service ever allow fires to burn?  
o (Jessica Hudec) In Wilderness Areas, can allow for fire to play a natural role. 

Current Forest Plan does generally require putting fires out when they occur, not 
much flexibility, but where we do have it, trying to analyze risk to consider not 
putting them out every time. Currently, Forest is mapping out where we might 
let fires burn. 

• Would over the snow logging minimize potential for invasive weed spread through 
ground disturbance from logging? 

o From monitoring work, we see most invasive weeds in hot burns with long 
residence times (e.g., slash pile near a road). Might be most important to look at 
post logging practices. 
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Group Takeaways (shared here to inform ZOA work and development of proposed action) 

• Experimentation is valuable/think outside the box—timber industry is willing to work 
with FS on different contract specs to create high-quality early seral habitat (leaving 
snags, not planting, etc.) 

• Complexity of this topic 

• Monitoring—important, but how could it be most valuable, given length of time from 
project development to implementation, staff turnover, funding challenges, etc. 
Alternatives to multi-year, detailed project monitoring may be more effective, e.g., 
document well what you did so that future managers can refer to this 

• Variability of treatments needed 

• Value of early seral from ecological perspective 

• Scale—whatever is done here will be small within broader landscape 

• Prescribed fire—what role can this play as post-logging practice  

• Build off what nature does 

• Risk distribution—do different things in different places 

• Concern about spread of invasive plants 

• Early seral is important and want to see it accomplished—seek least controversial areas 
to start (younger stands) if this allows project to move forward without legal challenge 

 
Next Steps:  

• FS field crews are conducting survey work in Upper Wind this summer and IDT to start 
developing the Proposed Action in Winter 2020.  

• Zones of Agreement (ZOA) subcommittee is working on a draft “Purpose and Need” 
document to capture collaborative agreement at this early stage in planning and will 
share with whole group for approval this fall. Will continue to discuss details of 
Proposed Action with Emily and IDT as they become available and build into ZOA.  

• Lisa to coordinate additional early seral science speakers for meetings this fall and 
winter based on interests of the group.  

• Tom Spies’ suggestions: Look at Blue River Experiment. Contact Cheryl Frisen for details. 
Look more at DEMO/GAP study. Consider doing a pilot comparing different 
management actions based on what we learn from other experiments and conditions 
here (plant with native seeds/no plant, reburn/no reburn, etc.). Monitoring is 
important. 

 
Special thanks to our visiting scientists, James Johnston from OSU College of Forestry and Tom 
Spies from PNW Research Station, for taking the time to share the latest science with us and 
discuss management considerations we’ll be thinking about going forward. We truly appreciate 
your contributions to our continued conversations about this topic! 
 
And thank you to our FS partners, Erin Black, Ben Hoppus, Jon Nakae, and Emily Platt, for their 
help with field trip planning and coordination. Thanks also to collaborative members Sharon 
Frazey, Rick Larson, Jeffrey Mocniak, and Emily Stevenson for their support at field trip stops.     
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Best wishes to Nicole Budine who is headed to Colorado to work with BLM for a year. We 
appreciate her dedication to the collaborative over the past three years—especially her work 
with the ZOA Subcommittee and Steering Committee. Thank you, Nicole! 
 
Next Field Trip: Thursday, August 15, 10:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m., departing from Wind River Work 

Center (old Ranger Station building) 
 
| 


